Practical Celtic Magic: A Working Guide to the Magical Heritage of the Celts

The Book of Celtic Magic: 2008-10-08 Delve into the depths of a magical current that spans over two thousand years. The Book of Celtic Magic provides the practitioner with a powerful and transformational set of ancient Celtic, Druidical and Egyptian Magical tools which have been passed down from one generation to the next. Discover the power of these tools which have been used to heal, protect, find love, ward off evil, and to bring about change in your life. This is a practical guide to embracing the magical energies of the Celtic people.

The book introduces the reader to the magical principles and practices of the Celts, including:

- The Four Elements
- The Celtic Zodiac
- The Tree of Life
- The Ogham Alphabet
- The Druids
- The Goddesses and Gods of the Celts
- The Holy Wells
- The Celtic Festivals
- The Celtic Mythology

The book also includes detailed instructions on how to perform practical rituals and spells, such as:

- Creating a magical circle
- Casting a protection spell
- Divining with the Ogham
- Fasting and meditation
- Working with the Celtic trees

This book is a unique resource for anyone interested in the magical traditions of the Celts, providing practical guidance and insight into the age-old practices of these ancient people.

Practical Druidry: A Guide to Modern Druidry 2008-12-05 Practical Druidry is a manual for the solitary druid and for druids in groups. It is also a book about practical spirituality. The aim of this book is to help people explore and develop their personal spirituality in a meaningful and engaging way. This book is for anyone who is interested in the spiritual practices of the druids.

The book includes:

- An introduction to Modern Druidry
- Techniques for personal spirituality
- Rituals for personal and group use
- Guidance on how to develop your own practice

This book is a practical and accessible guide to the spiritual practices of the druids, providing readers with the tools and knowledge they need to develop their own personal spirituality.

Practical Solitary Magic: 2008-06-01 Many students don't want to be tied in a particular group or spiritual tradition, but prefer to search, experiment, and grow on their own. This book is perfect for these people. Written discusses the principles that underlie magical practice in a very easy-to-follow manner. Practical Solitary Magic is a manual for the solitary druid and for druids in groups. It is also a book about practical spirituality. The aim of this book is to help people explore and develop their personal spirituality in a meaningful and engaging way.

The book includes:

- An introduction to Modern Druidry
- Techniques for personal spirituality
- Rituals for personal and group use
- Guidance on how to develop your own practice

This book is a practical and accessible guide to the spiritual practices of the druids, providing readers with the tools and knowledge they need to develop their own personal spirituality.

Practical Celtic Magic - A Working Guide to the Magical Heritage of the Celts

The Book of Celtic Magic: 2008-10-08 Delve into the depths of a magical current that spans over two thousand years. The Book of Celtic Magic provides the practitioner with a powerful and transformational set of ancient Celtic, Druidical and Egyptian Magical tools which have been passed down from one generation to the next. Discover the power of these tools which have been used to heal, protect, find love, ward off evil, and to bring about change in your life. This is a practical guide to embracing the magical energies of the Celtic people.

The book introduces the reader to the magical principles and practices of the Celts, including:

- The Four Elements
- The Celtic Zodiac
- The Tree of Life
- The Ogham Alphabet
- The Druids
- The Goddesses and Gods of the Celts
- The Holy Wells
- The Celtic Festivals
- The Celtic Mythology

The book also includes detailed instructions on how to perform practical rituals and spells, such as:

- Creating a magical circle
- Casting a protection spell
- Divining with the Ogham
- Fasting and meditation
- Working with the Celtic trees

This book is a unique resource for anyone interested in the magical traditions of the Celts, providing practical guidance and insight into the age-old practices of these ancient people.
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